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W EBW EB is different
Our shelving system is based on a net structure. An endless variety of individual

solutions can be constructed with only two different elements, which can

be used both horizontally and vertically.

Existing WEBWEB constructions can be easily changed or extended to suit your

requirements.

WEBWEB was developed by the architect team of Peter Hertel and Sebastian 

Klarhoefer: “ Double and quadruple compartments, overhangs and stepped shel-

ving can be built using only two elements.”

A fl oor-to-ceiling shelving system dismantled into two stacks of pure material

which can be transported in the boot of a small car – that is the essence of

WEBWEB.”

Concept
The versatile WEBWEB shelving system is available in two different types of 

units: WEBWEB 35 und WEBWEB 60, which are compatible with each other. 

WEBWEB 35

inside dimensions: 35 × 35 cm

WEBWEB 60

inside dimensions: 60 × 35 cm

The shelving is based on a framework of long boards connected together with 

the supplied fi xings to form windmill-like elements.

The short boards are only necessary at the edges ans sides, or where large 

openings are required.

WEBWEB is extremely fl exible and is very easy to assemble and disassemble. 

The only tool necessary to assemble the shelving is a hex-wrench.

Have a look on www.zeitraum-moebel.de to see some of the exciting possi-

bilities you can create with WEBWEB.

WEBWEB 35

WEBWEB 60

Combination WEBWEB 35 and 60

Example for stepped shelving 

WEBWEB 35 and 60



W EBW EB 35
Maple, Beech, Oak, American cherry, American walnut solid

incl. aluminium feet / rollers (max. load 50kg / roller)
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W EBW EB 60
Maple, Beech, Oak, American cherry, American walnut solid

incl. aluminium feet / rollers (max. load 50kg / roller)
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Fi xings
The WEBWEB shelving is assembled using excentric bolt fi xings. The best 

method is fi rst to insert all the excentric nuts into the holes on the tops of the 

shelves, and then to align them with the aid of the small arrows.

For a normal joint, use a double-headed bolt and proceed as follows:

1. Insert the bolt into the relevant hole in the top of the shelf.

2. Introduce the head of the bolt into the hole in the edge of the second shelf 

and fi x by turning the nut in a clockwise direction with a hex-wrench.

3. Slide the next shelf onto the opposite side of the double-headed bolt 

and tighten as above.

The same method is used on the sides of the shelving, only this time using a 

single-headed bolt.
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Assembling
Assembling the fi rst row

The fi rst row of the WEBWEB shelving is assembled lying on its back according 

to the drawing on the left. Don‘t forget that the symmetrical nature of the boards 

means they can be assembled in any position; it is therefore important to assemble 

the shelving so that the excentric nuts are not visible in the fi nished shelving 

(e.g. in shelves below the line of sight, the nuts should be underneath).

When the components of the fi rst row are all screwed together tightly and the 

adjustable aluminium feet have been screwed into the appropriate threads in the 

bottom shelves, stand the shelf on its feet in the position where it is going to 

be used.

The further assembly

The assembly now continues row for row, starting with the next vertical boards 

(1 + 2) and continuing with the horizontal elements (3 + 4 + 5) etc. Fix all the joints 

as you go along by turning the excentric nuts, taking care not to overtighten. The 

feet are normally adjusted after assembly is completed. We recommend securing 

the shelving to the wall to prevent it falling over.

Note
For extensions of existing shelving units purchased before 2020,

all transitional connections from existing shelving unit to extension 

shelving unit must be equipped with new fi ttings.
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